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Gauss� Law Gauss� Law �� Chapter 24Chapter 24



ReviewReview
!! Coulomb�s lawCoulomb�s law

!! Like charges repel, Like charges repel, FF is away is away 
from other chargefrom other charge

!! Unlike charges attract, Unlike charges attract, FF is is 
toward other chargetoward other charge

!! Electric field, Electric field, EE,  felt by ,  felt by 
positive test charge, positive test charge, qq00

!! Conversely Conversely F  F  on a charged on a charged 
particle in an particle in an EE field isfield is
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Gauss� Law (Review)Gauss� Law (Review)

!! Gauss� lawGauss� law �� form of form of 
Coulomb�s lawCoulomb�s law
!! qqencenc is the total charge enclosed is the total charge enclosed 

by a Gaussian surface by a Gaussian surface 

!! Flux is proportional to # of Flux is proportional to # of EE
field lines passing through a field lines passing through a 
Gaussian surfaceGaussian surface
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Gauss� Law (Review)Gauss� Law (Review)

!! For For conductorsconductors

!! Excess charge resides on the surfaceExcess charge resides on the surface

!! EE field is field is ⊥⊥ to surface of conductorto surface of conductor

!! EE = 0 inside a conductor= 0 inside a conductor



Conductors (Example)Conductors (Example)

A ball of charge A ball of charge --50e lies at the center of a 50e lies at the center of a 
hollow spherical metal shell that has a net hollow spherical metal shell that has a net 
charge of charge of --100e.  What is the charge on a) 100e.  What is the charge on a) 
the shell�s inner surface and b) its outer the shell�s inner surface and b) its outer 
surface?surface?



Example 1aExample 1a

!! Have point charge of Have point charge of 
--5.05.0µµC C notnot centered centered 
inside an electrically inside an electrically 
neutral spherical neutral spherical 
metal shellmetal shell

!! What are the induced What are the induced 
charges on the inner charges on the inner 
and outer surfaces of and outer surfaces of 
the shell?the shell?



Example 1bExample 1b
!! E=0 inside conductorE=0 inside conductor
!! Thus Thus ΦΦ=0 for =0 for 

Gaussian surfaceGaussian surface
!! So So netnet charge charge 

enclosed must be 0enclosed must be 0
!! Induced charge of Induced charge of 

+5.0+5.0µµC lies on inner C lies on inner 
wall of spherewall of sphere

!! Shell is neutral so Shell is neutral so 
charge of charge of --5.05.0µµC on C on 
outer wallouter wall



Example 1cExample 1c
!! Are the charges on Are the charges on 

the sphere surfaces the sphere surfaces 
uniform?uniform?

!! Charge is offCharge is off--center center 
so more + charge so more + charge 
collects on inner wall collects on inner wall 
nearest point chargenearest point charge

!! Outer wall the charge Outer wall the charge 
is uniformis uniform
!! No E inside shell to No E inside shell to 

affect distributionaffect distribution
!! Spherical shapeSpherical shape



ConductorsConductors

!! How do we find How do we find EE for just outside of a  for just outside of a  
conducting surface?conducting surface?



Conductors (Fig. 24Conductors (Fig. 24--10)10)
!! Pick a cylindrical Gaussian Pick a cylindrical Gaussian 

surface embedded in the surface embedded in the 
conductorconductor

!! Sum the flux through surfaceSum the flux through surface
!! Inside conductor Inside conductor EE = 0 so   = 0 so   
ΦΦ = 0= 0

!! Along walls of the cylinder Along walls of the cylinder 
outside the conductor E is outside the conductor E is ⊥⊥
to A so to A so ΦΦ = 0= 0

!! Outer Outer endcapendcap ΦΦ = EA = EA 



ConductorsConductors

!! Using Gauss� law and Using Gauss� law and ΦΦ = = EAEA

!! If If σσ is charge per unit area, then  is charge per unit area, then  

!! So So EE for a conducting surface is for a conducting surface is 

encqEA==Φ 00 εε

Aqenc σ=

0ε
σ=E



ConductorsConductors

!! EE just outside a conductor is proportional to just outside a conductor is proportional to 
surface charge density at that locationsurface charge density at that location

!! If If �� charge on conductor, charge on conductor, E  E  toward conductortoward conductor
!! If + charge on conductor, If + charge on conductor, E  E  directed awaydirected away

0ε
σ=E



Gauss� Law (Fig. 24Gauss� Law (Fig. 24--12)12)

!! Infinitely long insulating rod Infinitely long insulating rod 
with linear charge density with linear charge density λλ

!! Pick Gaussian surface of Pick Gaussian surface of 
cylinder coaxial with rodcylinder coaxial with rod

!! What does What does E  E  look like?look like?

!! ΦΦ = 0 for the = 0 for the endcapsendcaps
!! ΦΦ = = EA EA for cylinderfor cylinder



Gauss� Law (Fig. 24Gauss� Law (Fig. 24--12)12)

!! Substituting in Gauss� law givesSubstituting in Gauss� law gives

!! EE for a line of charge is for a line of charge is 

rhA π2= hqenc λ=

encqEA==Φ 00 εε
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Gauss� Law (Fig. 24Gauss� Law (Fig. 24--18)18)

!! Apply Gauss� law to a uniformly charged Apply Gauss� law to a uniformly charged 
spherical shell Sspherical shell S22

!! E radiates out || to A soE radiates out || to A so

!! Substitute to find ESubstitute to find E
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Gauss� Law (Fig. 24Gauss� Law (Fig. 24--18)18)

!! EE outside of a charged outside of a charged 
spherical shell is same as spherical shell is same as 
EE of point charge at of point charge at 
center of shell.center of shell.

!! Charge inside SCharge inside S11 is zero, is zero, 
so by Gauss� law E=0 so by Gauss� law E=0 
inside shell, r < R.inside shell, r < R.

!! If a charge is placed If a charge is placed 
inside there will be no inside there will be no 
force on it.force on it.
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Gauss� Law (Fig. 24Gauss� Law (Fig. 24--15)15)

!! NonNon--conducting sheetconducting sheet
of charge of charge σσ
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Gauss� Law (Fig. 24Gauss� Law (Fig. 24--16)16)

!! Conducting sheetConducting sheet of chargeof charge

!! Total charge spreads Total charge spreads 
over two surfaces over two surfaces 

!! σσ11 is charge on one is charge on one 
surface, surface, 

!! σσ1 1 = = σσ/2/2
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Gauss� Law Gauss� Law 
(Fig. 24(Fig. 24--16)16)

!! Positive and negative Positive and negative 
charged conducting charged conducting 
plates put togetherplates put together
!! Excess charges moves Excess charges moves 

to inner facesto inner faces
!! New total surface New total surface 

density, density, σσ, is equal to , is equal to 
22σσ11
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Gauss� Law (Checkpoint #5) Gauss� Law (Checkpoint #5) 

!! Two large, parallel, Two large, parallel, nonnon--conductingconducting sheets with sheets with 
identical + charge and a sphere of uniform + identical + charge and a sphere of uniform + 
charge.   Rank magnitude of net charge.   Rank magnitude of net EE field for 4 field for 4 
points (greatest first).points (greatest first).



Gauss� Law (Checkpoint #5)Gauss� Law (Checkpoint #5)

�� EE due to sheetsdue to sheets

!! EE due to point chargedue to point charge

!! Magnitude depends on distance r from point Magnitude depends on distance r from point 
chargecharge

3 and 4 tie, then 2, then 13 and 4 tie, then 2, then 1
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Gauss� Law (Fig. 24Gauss� Law (Fig. 24--19)19)

!! NonNon--conducting solid conducting solid 
spheresphere of radius R and of radius R and 
total (uniform) charge qtotal (uniform) charge q

!! Gaussian sphere outside Gaussian sphere outside 
spheresphere

!! Same as shellSame as shell

Rr
r
qkE ≥= ,2



Gauss� Law (Fig. 24Gauss� Law (Fig. 24--19)19)

!! Use series of Gaussian Use series of Gaussian 
spheres for inside spheres for inside 

!! Full charge enclosed within Full charge enclosed within 
R is uniform so q� within r R is uniform so q� within r 
is is proportionalproportional to qto q
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Gauss� Law (Fig. 24Gauss� Law (Fig. 24--19)19)

!! Enclosed charge at r is Enclosed charge at r is 

!! EE field inside spherefield inside sphere
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